Ridgeview CC - Polar Bear Cross-Country Scramble

The Front 9 - Par 35 (2990 yards)

Men - Blue Tees
Women - Orange Tees

Course Architect - Aaron Anderson
Hole #1
"The Bear"
#1 Gold Tee Box to #2 Green
563 Yards
The longest hole of the course plays directly over the right side of the short range. This hole
can be reached by the longest hitters by carrying the right side of the range. #3 is OB,
marked with White OB Stakes (by pine trees left of #3). Driving Range is OB. Enjoy, be safe!
Hole #2
"From the Tips"
#3 Black tee to #3 Green
258 / 191
A solid tee ball should leave a nice uphill chip / putt and a chance at Birdie or Eagle!
OB left of White Stakes by pine trees
Future "Three Flags" #4 Red Tee Box to #9 Green
Hole #3
339 Yards
A short, straight away Par 4. A similar hole in distance to RCC's #9 with a new angle. Aim
at the 1/2 tree behind green and you could be pitching from the bottom of the hill.
Hole #4
"Postage Stamp"
#10 Gold Tee to #15 Green
214 / 173
A nasty par 3 with a small green, sloping away severely. The green is guarded by bunkers
other than a small entry if you choose to run up it up… or down. Par good. Birdie great!
Hole #5
"Hang Time"
#12 Tee to #13 Green
414 Yards
A mid length par 4 playing over the ravine and creek that lines the right side of the 13th
hole. A good drive should leave players with a mid to short iron into the green. Around
268 yards to the 150 markers and around 182 to fly the creek.
Hole #6
"Up & Over"
#14 Blue Tee to #8 Green
538 Yards
Tough 2 shot, manageable 3 shot hole. Start out by playing up #7. (14,16 & 17 - OB - any
part of holes) The red tee on #8 will leave you with a short approach. Bombers can go for
it in 2, but you have to trust the quick "up & over". 268 to #7 150's, 135 to #8 red tee.
Hole #7
"The View"
#9 Tee to #16 Green
180 / 146
The signature hole on the Polar Bear Course plays over the pond guarding #16 & 17.
Often played outside of the Polar Bear Tournament and considered the best Par 3 at RCC.
Hole #8
"Crossroads"
#18 Red Tee to #14 Green
192 / 113
The second of back to back par 3's is a difficult but attainable par 3. The green is narrow
but a solid strike should hold.
Hole #9
"The Ridge"
#15 Gold Tee to #18 Green
292/143
A short par 4 that plays all uphill to an elevated green. A good drive will put most teams
on the flats just below the hill guarding the right side of the green.
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After completing #9, please proceed to Hole #1 - "The Bear"
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